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INDIVIDUAL TELESIS. 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY. XI. 

THE kind of social progress described in the last paper as 
Social Genesis constitutes the greater part of what has hereto- 
fore been recognized as having taken place. Man has been 
looked upon as a product of nature and as having developed 
like other such products. Society has been contemplated as an 
evolution, which term is restricted in its scope to the products 
of natural forces acting under the various laws which have been 
discovered to be in operation throughout the universe. Mr. 
Herbert Spencer has formulated those laws more fully than any 
other writer for both cosmic and organic evolution. 

This point of view may be regarded as a purely objective 
one in the sense that the products of evolution are conceived as 
the passive recipients of the impulses that have combined to 
form them, and as not themselves taking any part in the proc- 
ess. This view is not meant to exclude internal reactions to 
external stimuli, which are essential to any correct idea of evo- 
lution. It does not even exclude the efforts which creatures 
put forth in seeking satisfaction, which is believed by Lamarck- 
ians to constitute the largest factor. All this belongs to genetic 
progress or evolution proper. I am, I believe, the only one who 
has attempted to show from a biologic, or rather a psychologic 
standpoint, that in restricting social progress to these passive 
influences an important factor has been left out of view. This 
factor, I maintain, is a subjective one not found at any lower 
stage of development, and exclusively characterizing human or 
social progress. It was chiefly to emphasize this factor that 
Dynamic Sociology was written, and the second volume of that 
work is devoted to this task. But although the first volume was 
limited to setting forth the nature of the already recognized 
objective, passive, or negative kind of social progress as defined 
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in passages quoted in the preceding paper, still I did not in that 
volume neglect to point out the distinction and emphasize the 
contrast between the two kinds of social progress. Immediately 
following the definition of passive or negative progress that of 
active or positive progress is given as follows: 

Active, or positive, progress takes place through the application to the 
natural forces acting in and upon society of a force external to and distinct 
from them. To the regular course of the social phenomena as determined 
by the laws of evolution, we must conceive added a new force limiting and 
directing these into special channels and for special ends. Its chief quality 
as distinguished from other forces is fiuruose. In short, it is the teleological 
force, the abstract conception of which is familiar to all, having formed the 
basis of theological philosophy . . . . This force is regarded as active by 
reason of its direct action upon the remaining forces controlling society, while 
progress thus produced may be fitly called positive, from the purely arbitrary 
character of its processes and the recognition of man himself as the disposer 
of social events., 

In the initial chapter of the second volume (chap. viii), after 
further contrasting genetic and teleological phenomena in gen- 
eral, I attempted a classification of human motives or efforts. 
Employing an old but excellent word revived by Sir William 
Hamilton, viz., conation, to signify human motive, I divided the 
methods employed in seeking the satisfaction of desire into the 
two classes direct and indirect. The " direct method of conation " 
is of course that employed by irrational beings and by rational 
ones, too, when they do not use their reason. The "indirect 
method " is the method of reason, and is teleological. The 
nature and use of this method were set forth somewhat fully. 
Notwithstanding all this and the stress laid throughout the work 
on this important antithesis, I still had reason to feel that I had 
fallen far short of impressing students of society with a full 
sense that there was a great neglected factor in the current 
social philosophy, and in i884 I prepared a paper on "Mind as 
a Social Factor," which, after reading it before the Anthropolog- 
ical Society of Washington and the Metaphysical Club of Johns 
Hopkins University, I contributed to the British psychological 

"Dynamic Sociology, Vol. I, pp. 57, 58. 
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journal, Mind.' In this paper I attacked the problem in a some- 
what popular way, directing it mnore or less against the school of 
laissezfaire philosophers, but bringing out certain aspects in a 
different light from that in which they had previously been 
viewed. 

I continued to reflect upon the subject, and its importance 
grew as its varied applications and implications became appar- 
ent. At last I decided to devote an entire volume to its full 
elucidation, and my Psychic Factors of Civilization, which appeared 
in I893, was the result. In this work I have passed in review 
the entire philosophy of mind and joined this to that of society. 
It is in chap. xxxiii of that work that I have brought forward 
the principal considerations that should occupy this paper. 
These I shall now endeavor to epitomize as comports with the 
limits which the paper imposes. 

Telic progress, as the name implies, depends altogether upon 
that faculty of mind which enables man to pursue ends which it 
foresees and judges to be advantageous. A clear idea must there- 
fore be formed of the precise nature of that faculty before it is 
possible fully to understand how it operates. After all I had 
said in Psychic Fiactors in the direction of explaining the origin 
and nature of that faculty, which, so far as I am aware, was the 
first attempt that had been made to explain these on wholly 
natural principles, I still felt that there was more to be said, 
i. e., that there was another way of approaching the subject and 
leading up to the same result, which for certain types of mind 
might render the explanation still clearer. I reflected a year on 
this new mode of treatment and then undertook to formulate 
it.2 

My purpose in this new pugillus was to arrive at the exact 
nature of final causes, as the result of a long series of cosmic 
steps in the direction of rendering the forces of nature and the 
properties of matter more efficient in accomplishing results or 
doing work. These several evolutionary steps were shown to 

I Vol. IX, London, October 1884, pp. 563-573. 
2"The Natural Storage of Energy," the Monist, Vol. V, Chicago, January I895, 

pp. 247-263. 
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have been taken by the production of as many successively 
more and more energetic products, whose respective forms of 
energy are represented by their properties, and which by the 
different activities manifested, produce different classes of phe- 
nomena and constitute different kinds of causes producing effects 
in different degrees. The following table was drawn up to 
exhibit all these aspects of the subject: 

DIFFERENTIAL ATTRIBUTES 
PRODUCTS 

PROPERTIES ACTIVITIES PHENOMENA CAUSES 

Man ................. Intellect ) Final 

Animals ................ Feeling Psychicve 

Plants ............... 
Life ~~~~~~Vital 

Protoplasm . 5 . 

Organic Compounds ... Efficient 

Inorganic Compounds.. . Elective Affinities 

Chemical Elements.... J 
Universal Ether ......... Wave Motion _ 

This table results from an attempt "to arrange these several 
products of evolution in their ascending order of development, 
assigning to each the particular property by which it is dis- 
tinguished from all below it," and to exhibit in the remaining 
three columns the kind of activities belonging to each product, 
the class of phenomena it manifests, and the nature of the cause 
through which it produces effects. "The universal ether is 
placed at the bottom of the scale as representing the most dif- 
fuse form of matter with the least power, when not concentrated, 
of producing effects. Next come the chemical elements, which 
form a class, although they might themselves be arranged in an 
ascending series. The inorganic compounds naturally follow 
the elements, and the same remark applies to them. The 
organic compounds differ from the inorganic still less than the 
latter differ from the elements, but they belong above them, 
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and like them, only to a still greater degree, exhibit grada- 
tions in efficiency. Protoplasm is their highest expression and 
spans the chasm between the chemical and the biotic planes of 
existence. It makes the plant possible and prepares the way 
for the animal. At the head of the animal series and of the 
entire system stands man." 

Leaving out of view the physical, chemical, and purely bio- 
logical aspects of the question as leading up to the psychic 
products and properties, I will confine mnyself to these latter, in 
presenting which I cannot do better than to quote from that 
article: 

As allready remarked, chemical organization ceased and biotic organiza- 
tion began with protoplasm. It is the only vital and psychic substance, 
the true life- and mind-stuff, and all further progress in focalizing and utili- 
zing the universal energy has resulted from the organization of protoplasm 
so as to multiply its power. This has consisted in a series of mechanical 
adjustments. In the organic world protoplasm is the power while structure 
is the gearing which concentrates that power. Although protoplasm exists 
in every cell, the main lines through which it works are the nerves, which, in 
the higher organisms, consist of large trunks with numerous local reservoirs 
and innumerable branches permeating all sensitive tissues. 

In order that sensibility accomplish its purpose, the preservation of the 
organism, sensations must be either agreeable or disagreeable; hence pleasure 
and pain. The instability of protoplasm renders every part ephemeral. 
The entire organism is in a state of constant and rapid change of substance 
(metabolism), and fresh supplies must be momentarily introduced to prevent 
destruction by waste. The biological principle of advantage is adequate to 
secure this end. The supply of tissue is attended with pleasure and the 
actions necessary thereto follow naturally. The same is true of reproduction, 
which a study of the lowest organisms shows to be theoretically only a form 
of nutrition. The origin of pain is even simpler. The destruction of tissues 
results in pain and the actions necessary to prevent it also follow naturally. 

Pleasures and pains once experienced are remembered, i. e., they are 
represented when not present, and there arises a disposition to repeat the 
former and to avoid a repetition of the latter. This is desire, and it becomes 
the prime motive to action. The organismn necessarily acts in obedience to 
desire, or if there be several desires that interfere with one another it acts in 
the direction of their resultant. Hence the conative faculty or will so called. 

Up to and including this stage the cause of all activity is generically 
the same. It is the efficient cause, the vis a tergo. Motive must be distin- 
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guished from Purfiose. Desire and will are simply motive. It is a natural 
force and does not differ except in degree of complication from any purely 
mechanical or physical force. But evolution has gone on to another stage. 
In much the same way as, by adopting a new method, it passed from chem- 
ical to biotic organization, it has, by making another new departure, passed 
from genetic to telic causation. 

The direction of progress was seen at the outset to be toward the greater 
concentration of cosmic energy, toward making the universal force, whose 
quantity cannot change, perform more work. This law continues in operation 
to the last. Telic causation is only another way of accomplishing this end. 
Just as biotic organization was called in where chemical organization could 
go no farther, so teleology is resorted to at the point where genesis ceases to 
be effective. In the last stages before this point is reached the chief agent 
in nature is will, but, as already stated, its action is direct, the same as mere 
force in any other form. The new agent differs primarily from all others in 
being indirect. The essential characteristic of the final cause is indirection. 

It is a common figure to represent any force as blind. The conative 
force is still more frequently so characterized. Desire sees no obstacles. 
Love is blind and blind impulse rules the lower world. But while results are 
accomplished by this direct method according to the intensity of the impulse 
and the strength of the organism, it is evident that there is a limit to the 
achievements of will. Desire must go unsatisfied if its object cannot be 
attained within this limit of physical strength. With the advance of biotic 
organization desire increases more rapidly than does the power to overcome 
obstacles, and the number and magnitude of the obstacles to the attainment 
of desired ends thus rapidly increase. Any new advance must look to over- 
coming these difficulties and to clearing the way for the accomplishment of 
higher results. Still again the biological law of advantage comes forward. 
The new device is the final cause. It consists of a mechanism for, the utili- 
zation of force that is running to waste, and in this respect the economic prin- 
ciple of all evolutionary progress is employed, but the application of this 
principle is wholly unlike any hitherto made. 

The conative power was seen to reside in an organized nervous system 
with an increasing integration of its parts in subordination to a general 
directive center, the brain. The physical progress continued to all outward 
appearances unchanged except in degree in passing from the conative state 
which is genetic into the noetic state which is telic, but by insensible degrees 
a new psychic faculty was evolved. This new psychic faculty in its devel- 
oped state is called the intellect, but it had its nascent and inchoate stages, 
which, though the same in essence, scarcely deserve that name. The name, 
however, is unimportant. It is only needful to understand its nature. 

Its physical nature may be safely said to be unknown. A theory is 
that there takes place within the substance of the brain a miniature repro- 
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duction of the entire panorama displayed by the external world to the organs 
of special sense, which register all impressions and preserve them for future 
comparison and use. The mind itself thus actually feels, or, as it were, sees, 
not only all that is presented to the senses but all that has been so presented 
in the past, or so much of it as it has the power to retain. The simultaneous 
felt presence of so many impressions renders it possible to make comparisons 
and recognize differences and samenesses. It thus declares agreements and 
disagreements, which constitute the basis of all thought. Agreement of 
wholes is identity, agreement of parts is similarity. These are the funda- 
mental relations, but there are many kinds of relations, and the intellectual 
process fier se is the fercefition of relations. 

How, then, does this simple faculty of perceiving relations become a new 
power in the world for the storage and use of the universal energy ? What 
is the precise form of indirection that so greatly multiplies the effect pro- 
duced ? Is there anything essentially new in the nature of the force con- 
stituting a final cause? To the last of these questions a negative answer 
must be given. There is only one genus of cause in the sense of a force, and 
that is the direct impact. The difference between efficient and final causes 
must be sought in the mode of their application. While the final cause, as 
its name implies, is inspired by an end in view, it is in reality not directed 
toward that end. In mere motive or will, unaided by the intuitive faculty, 
the force of the organism is so directed, but for want of this faculty it may 
fail to attain it. The telic power differs essentially from the conative power 
in being directed not to the end but to some means to the end. Intelligence 
works exclusively through means, and only in so far as it does this does 
it employ the final cause. Instead of seeking the thing desired it seeks some 
other thing, unimportant in itself, whose attainment it Perceives will secure 
the thing desired. This is the essence of intellectual action and all that 
constitutes a final cause. It is the process of converting means into ends. It 
thus becomes necessary that the means be desired, otherwise there is no force 
for the accomplishment of results. So far as the pursuit of the means is 
concerned the action is purely conative and does not differ from that which 
pursues the end directly. The whole difference consists in the knowledge 
that the end will follow upon the means. A final cause, therefore, stripped 
of its manifold concomitants which so obscure its true nature, consists in the 
pure intellectual perception that a certain end is attainable through a certain 
means. But this is simply saying that in and of itself it is not a cause at all. 
Knowledge is merely a guide to action. Intellect is a directive agent and can 
no more be called the cause of the result accomplished than the rudder can 
be called the cause of the progress of a boat. 

There are all degrees in the amount of indirection involved in teleological 
action, from a mere ditour necessary to avoid an obstacle to the highest feats 
of engineering, in which each separate part, say, of a Ferris wheel, must be 
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wrought and put together to make the perfect structure which exists in the 
mind before the first step is taken. In this latter illustration every effort put 
forth from the beginning to the end is a direct conative act applied to a 
means. But the work as a whole is telic, the end being constantly in view. 
And such is the nature of the entire course of material progress achieved by 
man. It is by this that he is primarily distinguished from the rest of nature. 
The human intellect is the great source of telic activity. The works of man 
are the only ones with which we are acquainted that proceed in any consid- 
erable degree from final causes. But if there be any other source of final 
causes, the process must always be the same -efficient causes applied 
to means. 

It was observed at the outset that in the case of genetic phenomena, i. e., 
of efficient causes, the effect, if the impinging bodies are inert, is always 
exactly equal to the cause. This is also true of final causes, so far as their 
action upon the means is concerned, but the final effect, if it can be so called, 
is usually much greater than the cause or effort expended. Wherein consists 
this difference? How has the force exerted acquired this increased efficiency? 
The answer is easy. The final cause is the mind's knowledge of the rela- 
tions that subsist between the means and the end. But the chief of these 
relations, and the only practical one, is the action of other natural forces 
outside of the agent's will-power or muscular strength. What the mind sees 
is that such forces exist and are operating in certain directions. What the 
intelligent agent does is to place the thing he desires but lacks the power to 
move into the current of such a force which moves it for him. This is the 
type of teleological action. It is illustrated in its simplest form by the 
lumberman who puts his logs into the river and lets the current float them to 
their destination. But the most complicated cases may, by proper analysis, 
be reduced to this simple principle. Teleology is essentially the utilization 
of natural forces, causing them to do what the agent perceives to be useful 
and wills to be done. The applications of wind, water, steam, and electricity 
are this and nothing else. All machinery falls into the same class. Civiliza- 
tion in all its material aspects is but the expression of this truth. 

I have dwelt thus at length upon the mind side of the gen- 
eral principle of telic progress because I consider it to be the 
most important principle in the whole domain of social science, 
almost entirely neglected hitherto, and because it is essentially a 
psychological principle which cannot be understood in its socio- 
logical aspects until its psychological aspects are firmly grasped. 

It is here that the principles laid down in the eighth paper of 
this series on the Mechanics of Society' find their application. 

'AM. JOUR. OF SOCIOLOGY, Vol. II, No. 2, September 1896, pp. 249-251. 
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It is not proposed to restate these principles, but as they lie at 
the very foundation of all social progress, they require some 
further illustration than was there given. Indirection was classi- 
fied under two heads, moral and physical, both of which, but 
especially the second, require fuller treatment. 

Following out the line of the first of these classes of actions, 
viz., those expended upon sentient beings, we find that the intel- 
lect, as the repository of the telic force, first subjugates the 
animal kingdom and brings it under the power of man so that 
he can make any use of it that he pleases; then it exerts itself 
upon men, and one man or class of men seeks to render other 
men subservient to self. Both of these operations involve 
deception. The general term for the form of deception prac- 
ticed on animals is cunning. The cruder efforts to make one 
man serve another go by the same name, but the higher and 
more refined methods of the intellect are called tact, shrewd- 
ness, strategy, and diplomacy. In every case it is a form of 
deception. 

It must be remembered that the intellect or telic power was 
developed as an aid to the will for the better satisfaction of 
desire. But for its value as such it could not have come into 
existence under the biologic law of advantage. It is as much a 
product of that law as any useful organ in an animal or a plant. 
Its supreme utility accounts for its rapid development, and for 
the fact that the race in which it first appeared in a marked 
degree soon gained an ascendancy over all other races. The 
lower kingdom became an easy prey, but when mind became 
pitted against mind and the great battle of the giants began, 
higher and higher generalship was developed until there was 
produced what we commonly call the competitive system on 
which modern society rests. 

I have been in the habit of characterizing the telic or intel- 
lectual process or principle, as I have endeavored to define it, 
as the law of mind, in contradistinction to the process or prin- 
ciple according to which evolution in general takes place, which 
I call the law of nature. I do not mean by this to say that the 
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law of mind is not also a natural law, but it certainly is utterly 
unlike the other law, and as it came forward at a late stage in 
the history of cosmic evolution, it seems to have inaugurated a 
wholly new order of things. Schopenhauer declares that the 
intellect, as contrasted with the eternal and universal will, is an 
"accident," and there is a certain amount of truth in this state- 
ment. Although, like all the rest of the extra-normal products 
of nature, some of which have been enumerated in previous 
papers, it had a natural origin and was brought forth as a means 
of advancing nature's ends, still, like them, when once created 
it soon cut loose from its original attachments and entered upon 
a career of its own, independent of, and to a considerable extent 
antagonistic to, its primary purposes. Not only did this faculty 
early become the champion of feeling as against function, until 
today it threatens the depopulation of the globe, but from the 
outset it took it upon itself to counteract the law of nature and 
to oppose to the competitive system, that completely dominates 
the lower world and still so largely prevails in human society, a 
wholly different system based on rational cooperation. In 
dealing with the animal world the law of nature is replaced by 
that of reason in destroying the feral tendencies and substitu- 
ting complete submission to man's will-in a word by domesti- 
cation. In this state the equilibrium previously existing 
between the organism and the environment is destroyed, and 
even the colors of the fur and feather are changed. But these 
are not the most important changes. By a process of artificial 
selection, which supplants that of natural selection, those quali- 
ties which are most useful to man are rendered more and more 
prominent until most domestic animals undergo profound 
physical modifications in the direction of utility. These 
modifications are not always also in the direction of greater 
structural perfection so as to be in the line of natural evolution, 
but, so far as the particular qualities selected are concerned 
they usually are so, and in many cases careful breeding improves 
the whole animal, so that man becomes a powerful ally of evo- 
lution itself. This is not disproved by the fact, upon which so 
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much stress has been laid by certain biologists, that such 
improved races usually revert more or less to their original con- 
dition when human influence is withdrawn. On the contrary, 
this fact establishes another law of biology, viz., that natural 
selection does not secure the survival of the fittest in the strug- 
gle for existence. It merely fixes the exact position which 
each species is capable of holding in the general competition. 
This is always far below what it might attain if competition were 
removed. Exactly what man does is to remove this competi- 
tion, and the immense progress that every species makes is 
shown in the improvement of the stock under man's intelligent 
care. 

Considering next the effect of the telic power directed to 
the vegetable kingdom we perceive that substantially the same 
results have attended it. These are even more important here, 
for they involve nothing less than the whole range of agriculture 
and horticulture. These prime sources of social existence are 
altogether due to the working of the intellect upon the laws of 
vegetable life. One of the first manifestations and essential 
characteristics of the telic faculty is foresight, or the power to 
" look before" as well as after. Upon this, more than any other, 
agriculture depends, since the seed could only be sown in antic- 
ipation of the harvest, which is a future event. 

In the vegetable kingdom, even more clearly than in the 
aninmal, is the truth apparent, to which attention was drawn, that 
the effect of human telesis is to improve the quality of the plants 
selected for cultivation. In the case of the cereals, for exam- 
ple, it is clear that this improvement is in the direction of a 
general structural advance. In fact it was through the study of 
plants that the principles I have here stated were first brought 
home to me. I made an attempt to formulate them over twenty 
years ago, and in the following words: 

There is no .... necessary correspondence .... between organism 
and habitat, no .... necessary . . . . harmony between species and envi- 
ronment. This need only exist so far as is necessary to render the life of the 
species possible. Beyond this the greatest inharmony and inadaptation may 
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be conceived to reign in nature. Each plant may be regarded as a reservoir 
of vital force, as containing within it a potential energy far beyond and 
wholly out of consonance with the contracted conditions imposed upon it by 
its environment, and by which it is compelled to possess the comparatively 
imperfect organization with which we find it endowed. Each individual is 
where it is, and what it is, by reason of the combined forces which hedge it in 
and determine its very form.I 

Recurring to the subject in i886 I quoted this paragraph 
from the older paper and added: 

Since these words were written this principle has been widely recognized 
by botanists. It is now known that the plants of every region possess the 
potency of a far higher life than they enjoy, and that they are prevented 
from attaining that higher state by the adverse influences that surround them 
in their normal habitat. The singling out of certain species by man, and 
their development through his care into far higher and more perfect forms to 
supply his needs, both physical and aesthetic, further demonstrate this law. 
Man gives these plants a new and artificial environment favorable to their 
higher development, and they develop accordingly. In a word, he gives 
them opportunity to progress, and they progress by inherent powers with 
which all plants are endowed. Once, when herborizing in a rather wild, 
neglected spot, I collected a little depauperate grass that for a time greatly 
puzzled me, but which upon analysis proved to be none other than genuine 
wheat. It had been accidentally sown in this abandoned nook, where it had 
been obliged to struggle for existence along with the remaining vegetation. 
There it had grown up, and sought to rise into that majesty and beauty that 
is seen in a field of waving grain. But at every step it had felt the resist- 
ance of an environment no longer regulated by intelligence. It missed the 
fostering care of man, who destroys competition, removes enemies, and 
creates conditions favorable to the highest development. This is called cul- 
tivation, and the difference between my little starveling grass and the wheat 
of the well-tilled field is a difference of cultivation only, and not at all of 
capacity. I could adduce any number of similar examples from the vege- 
table kingdom. 2 

I now reaffirm this principle, which has not been challenged, 
and assign it to its proper place in a system of sociology as one 
of the leading contributions of biology to that science. 

It remains to consider the effect of the exercise of the telic 
faculty upon the physical world. Much has already been said 

],Popular Science Monthly, Vol. IX, New York, October 1876, p. 682. 

2The Forum, Vol. II, New York, December I886, p. 348. 
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on this point. In the domain of plant life we were already 
beyond the range of feeling and out of the moral world. In 
the domain of non-living matter we are no longer fettered by 
the complicated and subtle laws of life. The work of 
molding such products is therefore much simpler, but, as 
already remarked, the principle is the same. It is remark- 
able, when we reflect upon it, how easily nature is man- 
aged by intelligence. We have perfect passivity combined with 
absolutely uniform laws. It is only necessary to know the 
nature of matter and the laws according to which physical phe- 
nomena take place. As Comte insists, we need not know the 
causes of things, but only their laws. We need not ask the 
question wty, but only the question how. This question was 
early asked and, for the simpler laws of matter, was correctly 
answered. 

Probably the first inventions were tools. Man is a tool- 
employing animal. Few have ever reflected that no animal 
ever uses tools, much less makes them. It is not proved that 
the most sagacious creatures ever increase their power to do 
anything by the aid of inanimate bodies within their reach, such 
as sticks or stones. They work upon such objects but they do 
not work with them. This is because a higher telic power is 
required in doing this than they possess. They are unable to see 
that the use of a club wielded, as by an ape, with the hand would 
greatly increase the force of a blow they might wish to inflict 
upon an enemy. Alleged cases of such action may be found in 
the books, but, so far as I am aware, none of them are authentic. 
Still, if such cases have been observed, this simply denotes that 
there are creatures below man that possess the rudiments of a 
telic faculty-an incipient intellect-and this I am not dis- 
posed to dispute. Tools were among man's first necessities, 
perhaps primarily as weapons of defense, but also as means of 
obtaining subsistence. Clothing and shelter even of the sim- 
plest kind could scarcely be obtained without them, agriculture 
was well-nigh impossible in their absence, and every form of art 
presupposes the means of modifying and transforming material 
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substances. But not only in the manufacture of the tool but in 
its use, either in manufacturing other useful things or in carrying 
on any of the arts of life, the telic faculty is brought iiito requi- 
sition. 

The sociological significance of all this lies in the corollary 
that only a rational being can practice economy. There is no 
true economy in the operation of the law of nature. It is a sort 
of trial-and-error process and involves enormous waste. I have 
endeavored to formulate what may be called the law of biologic 
economics, with the result that while "every creation of organic 
nature has within it the possibility of success," that success is 
only secured through the "multiplication of chances."'x 

True economy, on the contrary, is necessarily telic. Instead 
of going in all directions for the sake of being sure of ultimately 
finding the one only advantageous direction, it first looks over 
the ground, discovers the desired path, and pursues that and no 
other. This saves the expense of trying to go in all the impos- 
sible directions with the resultant failure. Yet this last is nature's 
method. Not only must we conceive the effort as proceeding 
from the center of a circle, but we must usually conceive it as 
proceeding from the center of a sphere. This is the principle 
that underlies the paradox upon which I have so often insisted 
that the artificial is superior to the natural.2 At a later date the 
principle was more fully expanded in the following form: 

A closer analysis shows that the fundamental distinction between the 
animal and the human method is that the environment transforms the animal 
while man transforms the environment. This proposition holds literally 
almost without exception from whatever standpoint it be contemplated. It 
is, indeed, the full expression of the fact above stated that the tools of ani- 
mals are organic while those of man are mechanical. But if we contrast 
these two methods from our present standpoint, which is that of economics, 
we see at once the immense superiority of the human over the animal method. 
First consider the economy of time. It has taken much longer to develop 
any one of the organic appliances of animals, whether for war or industry, 
than is represented by the entire period during which man has possessed any 
arts, even the simplest, Look next at the matter of efficiency. Not one of 

'Psychic Factors, p. 250. 

2American Anthropologist, Vol. II, Washington, April I889, p. I2I. 
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the organic appliances has sufficed to enable the species possessing it to 
migrate far from the region to which it was originally adapted. Man, on the 
other hand, without acquiring any new organic adaptations, but by the inven- 
tion of tools, by providing himself clothing and shelter, by artificial devices 
for capturing prey, and by other ways of transforming his environment, has 
placed himself in position to occupy the whole earth from the equator to the 
arctic circle, and to become the only animal that is not restricted in its hab- 
itat. 

Every implement of human design is calculated to take advantage of 
some mechanical principle through which the muscular force necessary to be 
exerted is less for any given result accomplished than it would be without 
such implement. In most cases it is many times less, but in the great 
majority of cases no result could be produced at all without the implement. 
Machines are simply more effective tools, and it is through tools and machin- 
ery that the arts have been established, The utter helplessness of man with- 
out the arts is well illustrated by De Foe in Robinson Crusoe, and yet in order 
to enable him to survive at all, even in a tropical climate where nature's pro- 
ductions were exuberant, he must provide himself from the stores of the 
wrecked vessel with a considerable supply of tools and other artificial appli- 
ances. What was true of Robinson Crusoe thus circumstanced is much more 
true of the great majority of mankind who inhabit what we call temperate 
climates, i. e., climates in which the temperature sometimes falls ten or 
twenty degrees below the freezing point. One winter without art would suf- 
fice to sweep the whole population north or south of the thirtieth parallel of 
latitude out of existence. 

We are so much accustomed to the terms labor and production that we 
rarely stop to think what they really mean. Neither of these terms has any 
place in natural economics. All labor consists in an artificial transformation 
of man's environment. Nature produces nothing in the politico-economic 
sense of the word. Production consists in artificially altering the form of 
natural objects. The clothes we wear are chiefly derived from the sheep, the 
ox, the silkworm and a few other animals, the cotton plant, flax, hemp, and a 
few other plants; but between the latest stage at which nature leaves these 
and the final form in which they are ready for use, the steps are many and 
the labor great. The dwellings man inhabits once consisted chiefly of trees, 
clay, and beds of solid rock. These have been transformed by labor per- 
formed with tools and machinery into houses. The same is true of temples 
and of all the other buildings that now cover the surface of the earth wher- 
ever man is found. And so the entire cycle of human achievement might be 
gone through. All these transformations are accomplished through the arts. 

The sum total of human arts constitutes man's material civilization, and it 
is this that chiefly distinguishes him from the rest of nature. But the arts are 
the exclusive product of mind. They are the means through which intelli- 
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gence utilizes the materials and forces of nature. And as all economics rests 
primarily on production, it seems to follow that a science of economics must 
Lhave a psychological basis. In fact the economics of mind and the economics 
of life are not merely different but the direct opposites of each other. The 
psychologic law strives to reverse the biologic law. The biologic law is that 
of the survival of structures best adapted to the environment. Those struc- 
tures that yield most readily to changes in the environment persist. It has 
therefore been aptly called the " survival of the plastic." The environment 
never changes to conform to the structures but always the reverse, and the 
only organic progress possible is that which accrues through improvements in 
structure tending to enable organic beings to cope with sterner and ever 
harder conditions. In any and every case it is the environment that works 
the changes and the organism that undergoes them. 

But the most important factor in the environment of any species is its 
organic environment. The hardest pressure that is brought to bear upon it 
comes from other living things in the midst of which it lives. Any slight 
advantage which one species may gain from a favorable change of structure 
causes it to multiply and expand, and unless strenuously resisted, ultimately 
to acquire a complete monopoly of all things that are needed for its support. 
Any other species that consumes the same elements must, unless equally 
vigorous, soon be crowded out. This is the true meaning of the survival of 
the fittest. It is essentially a process of comfietition. The economics of 
nature consists therefore essentially in the operation of the law of competi- 
tion in its purest form. The prevailing idea, however, that it is the fittest 
possible that survive in this struggle is wholly false. The effect of competi- 
tion is to prevent any form from attaining its maximum development, and to 
maintain a certain comparatively low level for all forms that succeed in sur- 
viving. This is made clear by the fact that wherever competition is wholly 
removed, as through the agency of man, in the interest of any one form, that 
form immediately begins to make great strides and soon outstrips all those 
that depend upon competition. Such has been the case with all the cereals 
and fruit trees; it is the case with domestic cattle and sheep, with horses, 
dogs, and all the forms of life that man has excepted from the biologic law 
and subjected to the law of mind, and both the agricultural and the pastoral 
stages of society rest upon the successful resistance which rational man has 
offered to the law of nature in these departments. So that we have now to 
add to the waste of competition its influence in preventing the really fittest 
from surviving. 

Hard as it seems to be for modern philosophers to understand this, it was 
one of the first truths that dawned upon the incipient mind of man. Con- 
sciously or unconsciously, it was felt from the very outset that the mission of 
mind was to grapple with the law of competition and, as far as possible, to 
overcome and destroy it. This iron law of nature, as it may be called, was 
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everywhere found to lie athwart the path of human progress, and the whole 
upward struggle of rational man, whether physically, socially, or morally, 
has been with this tyrant of nature, the law of competition. And in so far as 
he has progressed at all he has done so by gaining, little by little, the mas- 
tery in this struggle. In the physical world he has accomplished this 
through invention from which have resulted the arts. Every utensil of labor, 
every mechanical device, every object of design, and every artificial form 
that serves a human purpose, is a triumph of mind over the physical forces 
of nature in ceaseless and aimless competition. In the social world it is 
human institutions-religion, government, law, marriage, customs-that 
have been thought out and adopted to restrain the unbridled individualism 
that has always menaced society. And finally, the ethical code and the 
moral law are simply the means employed by reason, intelligence, and 
refined sensibility to suppress and crush out the animal nature of man.' 

Such has been the influence that the telic faculty of man has 
exerted in all the great domains of nature, and the general result 
is what I understand by telic progress. The reason is there- 
fore clear why it is necessary to insist that sociology shall from 
the outset recognize man as a rational being endowed with this 
faculty which he has exercised from the first and continues to 
exercise more and more. Thus far, however, it is only the 
enmployment of this faculty by the individual that has been con- 
sidered. This has sufficed to subject the law of nature to the 
law of mind only for the individual. It has not done this for 
society at large. Society remains a prey to the law of nature, 
i. e., to the competitive regime that prevails throughout the 
animal kingdom. The struggle has simply been raised to a 
higher plane to go on as fiercely as before. This, as we saw, 
does not secure the survival of the fittest except in the narrow 
sense of best adaptation to an adverse environment, which often, 
as in parasitism, involves degeneracy. The power to expand 
always exists but is checked by competition. Individual telesis 
acting upon inferior organisms removes the competition, and 
these expansive powers immediately assert themselves, produ- 

"'The Psychologic Basis of Social Economics." Address of the Vice President 
for the Section of Economic Science and Statistics of the American Association for 
the Advancement of Science, at the Rochester meeting, August 1892. Proc. A. A. A. 
S., Vol. XLI, Salem, I892, pp. 308-312. 
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cing superior types of vegetable and animal life, and making 
agriculture and stock raising the chief sources of human sub- 
sistence. Applied to men individual telesis has the effect of 
creating artificial inequalities. Obeying the law of nature, it 
follows the uniform course of that law in producing monopoly, 
and, as among animals and plants, the weaker are crowded out 
by the stronger and the few dominate the many. The accident of 
position is a more potent influence here than on the lower plane 
and comes to constitute the leading element of strength and fit- 
ness to survive. 

But it is in its application to inanimate objects and natural 
forces that individual telesis has displayed its chief power. The 
exercise of this innocent physical indirection has been the main- 
spring of human progress. It is not cunning, shrewdness, 
strategy, and diplomacy, but ingenuity that has inspired civiliza- 
tion. The exercise of ingenuity is invention, and invention is 
the basis of the practical arts. The systematic search for and 
discovery of the natural properties of bodies and the constant 
laws according to which the forces of nature act is science, and 
this usually has art for its end. The combined effect of science 
and art constitutes so nearly the whole of the material civiliza- 
tion of the world that for all ordinary purposes the other factors 
may be omitted, and we may define civilization as the utilization 
of the materials andforces of nature. The highest expression of 
science and art is found in machinery, and the possible improve- 
ment of machinery renders the productive power of society prac- 
tically unlimited. Yet we know that there is a limit to the 
amount of production that society can assimilate. That limit is 
not one of human ingenuity, neither is it one of capacity to 
consume. It is a limit to the ability to obtain. The so-called 
over-production takes place while men are starving, and while 
thousands desire, want, and even need the very products whose 
production must be abandoned. This has been the enigma of 
economists. The explanation lies in the fundamental principle 
of this paper. It is the natural result of individual telesis acting 
under the law of nature so far as society at large is concerned. 
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It checks production by choking circulation. It makes no pro- 
vision for equitable, not to speak of equal, distribution. The 
monopolistic tendency of natural law, working here as every- 
where, closes the smaller avenues of trade, heaps up the prod- 
ucts in certain centers, and clogs the free flow of the social 
chyme before it can fairly get into the circulatory system of 
society. 

LESTER F. WARD. 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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